
 

Question 3 

Buyer wished to upgrade its 5,000 lighting fixtures to meet new energy conservation 
standards, but had been unable to find compatible lighting elements. 

Buyer wrote to Seller, explaining its needs. 

On July 1, Seller e-mailed Buyer: 

We believe we can manufacture the lighting elements that you require.  
We are prepared to supply 5,000 at $100 each.  We understand that this 
is much more than you anticipated paying, but the redesign to meet your 
specifications will not be easy.  We need to do this deal by September 1.  
If not, we will have to turn our attention elsewhere. 

Buyer was relieved that it would not need to replace its existing lighting fixtures.  Buyer 
felt sufficiently confident that it would be able to secure funding for the purchase so it 
terminated ongoing negotiations with manufacturers for replacement lighting fixtures. 

On August 1, Buyer received notice that funds would be available.  It immediately 
attempted to e-mail Seller:  “We got the money.  We have a done deal.”  Seller did not, 
however, receive the message because Buyer sent it to the wrong e-mail address.  

On August 10, Seller e-mailed Buyer: 

We have reconsidered.  Because of new commitments, we will not be able 
to supply the lighting elements as planned.  Sorry. 

Because its computer was down on August 10 and 11, Buyer was unaware of Seller’s 
August 10th e-mail message. 

On August 12, Buyer telephoned Seller and the following exchange ensued: 

Buyer:   Our computers have been down for a couple of days, but we 
   assume you got our message.  Our people are real excited about 
   this. 

Seller:   What message?  And we told you two days ago we could not do     
   the lighting elements. 

Seller has refused to supply the lighting elements.  It will be very difficult and expensive 
for Buyer to acquire replacement lighting fixtures. 

Can Buyer prevail in a breach of contract action against Seller?  Discuss. 
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Answer A to Question 3 

What Law Governs?
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This contract involves a sale of lighting fixtures--that is, movable goods within the 

meaning of the UCC. 

Buyer and Seller are apparently "merchants" within the meaning of the UCC--that is, 

persons [who] have special knowledge of or who regularly deal in the type of goods 

involving in the transaction. 

Accordingly, the UCC will apply and the parties will be held to a higher standard of good 

faith dealing as merchants--and will also be held to other special rules applying to 

merchants under the UCC. 

Formation 

Here, the rights of the parties (and whether Buyer can successfully sue for breach of 

contract) will depend, first, on whether there is an enforceable contract. 

For an enforceable contract, there must be (1) mutual assent, including (a) a valid offer 

and (b) a valid acceptance.  In addition, there must [be] valid consideration (or some 

valid substitute for consideration), and no defenses to formation. 

Preliminary Negotiations 

Here, Buyer's initial letter to Seller "explaining its needs" would be considered 

preliminary negotiations, or a manifestation on the part of Buyer to bargain. 

There are no sufficient "words of commitment," or "sufficiently definite terms," as yet; 

accordingly, there is no offer at this point. 

 

 



 

Offer
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An offer is the offeror's manifestation of present intent to enter a bargain, sufficiently 

definite terms, communicated to the offeree such that the offeree would be justified in 

understanding that its assent is invited and will conclude the bargain. 

Seller's 7/1 [e-mail] is a manifestation of Seller's "intent to enter a bargain of sufficiently 

definite terms." 

The terms are 5,000 lighting fixtures (subject matter and quantity), at $100 each (price).  

Seller is inviting Buyer's assent to the proposed bargain and Buyer would be justified, so 

to understand; also, it is specifying the manner in which Buyer must communicate its 

acceptance (by September 1). 

Accordingly, as of 7/1 there is a valid offer. 

Acceptance 

An acceptance is the offeree's manifestation of intent to be bound by the terms of the 

agreement, communicated to the offeror in the authorized manner (or otherwise in any 

reasonable manner under the circumstances). 

Here, Buyer's 8/1 e-mail was an attempted acceptance (i.e., "We got the money.  We 

have a done deal.") 

However, as the facts indicate, Buyer's attempted acceptance was never 

"communicated" to Seller, where Buyer accidentally "sent it to the wrong e-mail 

address." 

Mailbox Rule / Risk of Loss of Acceptance

Generally, under the mailbox rule, an acceptance is effective "upon dispatch." 



However, if the offeree fails to properly transmit his acceptance, then the acceptance is 

not valid "upon dispatch," and the offeree bears any risk of loss. 

Here, where offeree fails to properly direct his attempted acceptance to the correct e-

mail address, the acceptance is not effective "upon dispatch," and the offeree "bears the 

risk" of its subsequent loss. 

Accordingly, here, there is no valid acceptance.

Revocation / Lapse
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An offer may be terminated at any time prior to acceptance, in any of several ways, 

including (1) rejection, (2) counteroffer, (3) impossibility (due to death or incapacity, 

destruction of subject matter, or supervening illegality), (4) lapse, and (5) revocation. 

A revocation is the offeror's withdrawal of its offer, communicated either directly or 

indirectly to the offeree, at any time prior to acceptance.

In its e-mail, Seller has communicated to Buyer its intent to withdraw its offer and has 

done so to Buyer's acceptance.

Accordingly, Seller's 8/10 e-mail would be considered a revocation.   

Mailbox Rule, Risk of Loss of Revocation

Under the mailbox rule, the offeror's revocation is normally not effective until it is 

actually, physically received by the offeree. 

Here, Seller properly addresses and sends the e-mail revoking its offer on August 10.  

However, Buyer never "receives" Seller's e-mail prior to Buyer's and Seller's telephone 

conversation on August 12. 



Under the mailbox rule, where Seller properly addressed its e-mail, but it was never 

received because of the failure on Buyer's end to have functioning computers, with 

which to check its e-mail, Buyer would likely "bear the risk" of the loss of Seller's 

revocation up to that point. 

In any case, as [per] Buyer's and Seller's 8/12 telephone conversation, Seller's has 

definitively revoked its offer by confirming the content of the e-mail sent two days prior. 

Accordingly, as 8/12 Seller has terminated Buyer's "power of acceptance" and there is 

no enforceable contract between the parties. 

Promissory Estoppel
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An issue arises here as to whether Seller's initial offer of 7/1 to sell Buyer the fixtures it 

requires--and Buyer's subsequent reliance on that promise--entitles Buyer to 

enforcement of Seller's promise on a theory [of] promissory estoppel.

Promissory estoppel applies where the offeror (1) has made a promise; (2) should 

anticipate that the making of that promise will likely induce the offeree upon that 

promise; (3) the offeree is in fact induced to reasonably rely on the offeror's promise; 

and (4) to not enforce the offeror's promise would result in an injustice, despite the 

absence of an enforceable contract between the parties. 

Here, we are told that the lighting fixtures Buyer seeks are a special order item, that 

Buyer is depending on being able to obtain this specific type of new energy saving 

fixtures, that Buyer has terminated ongoing negotiations with other potential supplies in 

reliance on Seller's promise, and gone to considerable lengths to obtain the necessary 

financing for the transaction. 

Buyer has relied on Seller's initial promise--and perhaps reasonably so.  Moreover, 

where Seller assured Buyer that its offer would remain open until 9/1, Seller is perhaps 



 

justified in understanding that it can rely on Buyer's promise, even where Seller did not 

receive its initial acceptance.

Accordingly, a court may enforce Seller's promise despite the absence of an 

enforceable contract, based on a theory of promissory estoppel.

UCC Firm Offer
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Under the UCC, a merchant may hold an offer open for up to three months, so long as 

that offer is made in writing and signed "by the party to be charged" (here, Seller). 

Since Seller's 7/1 offer assuring Buyer it will hold its offer open through 9/1 is not a 

signed writing, Buyer will be unable to assert that Seller's 7/1 offer is a UCC firm offer. 

However, as noted, a court may still enforce the contract on a theory of promissory 

estoppel. 

Breach 

A material breach is a party's failure to perform a contractual duty which substantially 

deprives the non-breaching party of his or her expectation under the contract. 

Here, there is no breach because, as noted, there is no enforceable contract. 

Nonetheless, as noted, a court may enforce Seller's promise on a theory of promissory 

estoppel. 

Damages 

Specific Performance 

A court may order specific performance of a sale contract where the goods involved are 

unique. 



 

Here, the light fixtures in question are apparently difficult to find and will require special 

manufacturing by Seller. 

Accordingly, because the light fixtures in question are "unique," the court may order 

specific performance of the contract, on a theory of promissory estoppel.

Expectation Damages
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Alternately, the court may award Buyer compensatory damages equivalent to Buyer's 

expected "benefit-of-the-bargain," for the purpose of placing Buyer in the same position 

Buyer would have been had Seller completely performed its promise. 

Here, the amount of compensatory damages would be either the difference between the 

market price and the contract price of the fixtures or, if Buyer is able to "cover" through 

another supplier, the difference between the "cover price" and the "contract price" of the 

fixtures. 

In addition, Buyer would [be] entitled to incidental or consequential damages incurred as 

a result of Seller's breach of its promise. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Answer B to Question 3 

Buyer v. Seller 

In order to prevail in a breach of contract action, Buyer will have to show he has an 

enforceable contract with Seller. 

If a contract involves the sale of goods, the UCC will be the governing law.  Otherwise, 

the common law will govern.  When a contract involves both services and a sale of 

goods, courts look to the predominant aspect of the contract and whether it is divisible.  

If it is divisible, parts can be governed by separate, relevant law.  If not, the predominant 

aspect will determine which law will take precedence.  Here, this potential contract is not 

divisible since both sides cannot be divided into two or more equal parts.  Buyer will 

simply buy the fixtures (i.e. one act).  Therefore, it must be determined whether service 

or a sale of a product is the predominant aspect of this contract.  Since the facts state 

that the "redesign ... will not be easy," this would suggest that the service is the 

predominant aspect.  Also, Buyer "had been unable to find compatible lighting 

elements."  This might suggest Seller's work to redesign is highly unique, once again 

making this contract predominantly a service one.  However, the product was the final 

desired product of the potential contract.  It is debatable which law will govern; 

therefore, both laws will be referred to below. 

Did Buyer have an enforceable contract with Seller?
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Contract formation requires mutual assent plus consideration.  There must be an offer 

and an acceptance supported by consideration.   

Was there an offer? 

An offer is an objectively manifested intent to be bound by definite, certain terms 

communicated to an identified offeree.  Here, Seller's e-mail on July 1st contains an 

intent to be bound (i.e. "We are prepared to supply ...”).  And, this intent was 

communicated to Buyer by e-mail.  The UCC requires only one term to make a sufficient 



 

offer while other terms may be filled by the courts.  This term is quantity.  Here, Seller's 

e-mail identifies the quantity of elements to be supplied, so it would be sufficient terms 

for the UCC.  At common law, the terms required were subject matter, parties, quantity, 

price and time of performance.  Here, Seller's e-mail identifies the parties, subject 

matter, quantity and price, yet it leaves the time for performance out.  This would not be 

necessarily fatal as courts could imply a reasonable amount of time if the work were to 

begin by September 1st.  It appears that most likely Buyer did receive a valid offer. 

Could Seller revoke his offer?
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An offer may be revoked at any time before it is accepted unless it is irrevocable.  There 

are three types of irrevocable offers: an option, a Merchant's Firm Offer and an 

equitable option.  No consideration was paid by Buyer to keep Seller's offer open, so an 

option is not applicable here.  Under the UCC, an offer made in a signed writing by a 

merchant will remain irrevocable for the time stated in the writing without consideration.  

Here, Seller's e-mail was in writing, and courts will most likely find its electronic 

identification sufficient for a signature.  Also, Seller appears to be a merchant since it 

manufactures lighting elements.  The factual debate would occur as to whether Seller's 

statement "We need to do this deal by September 1" is suggesting Buyer has until that 

time to accept.  The language is not definitive; however, Seller goes on to write "If not, 

we will have to turn our attention elsewhere."  This following statement does seem to 

suggest that Seller will make itself available to Buyer's needs until September 1.  It is 

likely Seller's e-mail will be considered a Merchant's Firm Offer and irrevocable if the 

governing law is the UCC.  Also, Buyer might rely on an equitable option theory.  When 

an offeree detrimentally, reasonably and foreseeably relies upon a promise, the offeror 

cannot revoke his offer.  Here, Buyer "terminated ongoing negotiations" in reliance upon 

Seller's offer.  However, there are no facts to suggest that Seller knew or could foresee 

that Buyer would rely on their offer in this regard.  It is likely that an equitable option 

would not be found, and Seller could revoke his offer at common law. 

 

 



 

Did Buyer accept the offer on August 1st?
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An acceptance is an objectively manifested intent to be bound to the terms of an offer 

communicated in a manner invited by the offer.  Here, Buyer attempted to communicate 

his intent to be bound by Seller's offer, but he e-mailed the wrong address.  Under the 

mailbox rule, an acceptance is effective upon dispatch if it is properly addressed.  It is 

likely that the courts would find that this attempted acceptance was not effective upon 

dispatch since it was addressed incorrectly. 

Did Seller revoke his offer on August 10th? 

A revocation is a communication by an offeror received by the offeree stating that the 

offer is no longer available and the offeree no longer has the power to accept and form 

a contract.  Here on August 10th, Seller e-mailed Buyer and attempted to revoke its 

offer.  However since Buyer's computers were down, it is arguable whether he received 

the attempted revocation or not.  This would be a debatable point.  It would have to be 

decided if electronic reception that is stored and unable to be accessed by a person's 

usual computers is sufficient to constitute reception of a revocation.  Since persons can 

usually check their e-mail on the internet, it will most likely be determined that this 

revocation was received and effective.  Nevertheless if the UCC governs this claim, 

Seller could not revoke his offer since it would most likely be deemed a Merchant's Firm 

Offer. 

Did Buyer accept the offer on August 12th? 

Please reference the required elements of an acceptance above.  Here, Buyer referred 

Seller to his message from August 1st which Seller did not receive.  Since this reference 

does not explicitly communicate an acceptance and the previous message is most likely 

ineffective due to the incorrect e-mail address, it is highly unlikely this statement 

constitutes an acceptance.  Furthermore, Seller expresses the revocation directly 

afterwards, and this time, Buyer hears it (i.e. receives it).  So, the offer is highly likely to 

be deemed revoked here.  Buyer would then not have an enforceable contract and 

would have no recovery.  Yet once again if the UCC is governing, Buyer still could 

accept, which according to the facts there is no evidence he ever did. 



Would this contract have sufficient consideration?
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Consideration exists when there is a current, bargained-for exchange and both parties 

incur new legal detriment as a result of the bargain.  Here, Seller will have to 

manufacture and sell lighting fixtures which it is not legally obligated to do, and Buyer 

will have to purchase them.  And since both parties bargained with each other for these 

rights, consideration would exist if a valid acceptance could be found by Buyer's 

reference to his undelivered e-mail. 

Would Seller be able to raise any defenses? 

The Statute of Frauds requires the sale of goods for $500 or more to be in writing.  

Seller's e-mail from July 1 would be a sufficient signed writing by the party to be 

charged since it includes the quantity, price and an electronic signature.  This defense 

would not be successful. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


